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enVision Power Conditioning System Solves
Mysterious Slot Machine Malfunctions
The Problem:
V.P., Gaming Operations
Juan Martinez noted that
The Hard Rock Casino in
Hollywood, FL was
continually having their
slot machines malfunction
and experiencing
downtime without a
known cause.

Slot machines are one of the key revenue producing devices in the gaming
industry and uptime and performance are critical to the operation and customer
experience. The Hard Rock Casino in Hollywood, FL was continually having their
slot machines malfunction and experiencing downtime without a known cause.
In addition, they were replacing the connected UPS devices, units that protect
against power outages, every 3 to 4 months. The problems were happening on
a consistent basis across all of their machines on site and at their other
locations, regardless of the brand. V.P., Gaming Operations Juan Martinez
noted that The Hard Rock replaced and serviced countless slot and UPS
machines without ever knowing the cause. Martinez assumed the equipment was
defective and expected its replacement would function properly. When the
replacement equipment also experienced similar issues everyone involved was at
a loss, and their equipment distributor reached out to ESP/SurgeX for help.

The Solution:
When ESP/SurgeX arrived at the Hollywood, FL casino and diagnosed the power
problems with their intelligent diagnostic software, it was clear that poor power
quality was causing the premature failure of these mission-critical units, and
threatening the Hard Rock’s livelihood.
ESP/SurgeX fitted 20 slot machines and UPSs with the enVision Power
Conditioning System over a four week period to safeguard the equipment from
power disturbances. During this period the devices, which include diagnostic
intelligence, recorded 50 power disturbances hitting these machines. These
issues included surges, under-voltage, voltage starvation, and outages. All are
disturbances that effect equipment performance, parts replacement costs,
service calls, machine downtime, the customer experience, and profitability.
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The Result:

ESP/SurgeX has enabled
our Hard Rock property to
protect and improve overall
slot floor up-time which is
crucial to providing our
guests with a great gaming
experience.

The machines that were fitted with the power protection and diagnostic
intelligence devices experienced considerably higher uptime versus when they
were not properly protected. They also saw considerably better uptime and
performance from their UPS devices. Martinez stated that ESP/SurgeX has
“enabled our Hard Rock property to protect and improve overall slot floor
up-time which is crucial to providing our guests with a great gaming experience”
said Juan Martinez, “The initial pilot proved to us that your products enhance
machine up-time, leading us to begin the process of placing them throughout
our properties. The filter’s capability to monitor and recycle power remotely is
also of great value to us as it decreases the need for technicians on the floor.”
The study also showed that ESP/SurgeX power protection devices could save a
minimum of $100 per slot machine, per month, plus an additional annual
savings of up to $40 per UPS. In the typical casino where slot machines are key
revenue producing devices, this represents a significant savings.
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